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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the training vehicles teachers utilized during

the COVID19 pandemic of 2020-21 and to evaluate the impact of that training on the

learning of students. This study examined the Workshop training model, the Professional

Learning Community (PLC) as a training model, and the newly formed Fourth Grade

Distance Learning Community of Practice, a district-wide grade level training community.

Due to Covid-19, The governor of California tasked teachers with teaching

students and developing professional skills utilizing a distance model made possible by

Zoom’s online video platform. The new Zoom integration allowed for connecting

attendees without consideration for their physical location. Previously, teachers would

have to go to a meeting site. Now they could meet virtually with the aid of a device

(phone, laptop, tablet) and a connection to the internet. Virtual workshops and meetings

became the norm. Teachers made new virtual classrooms child-friendly by utilizing

sound pedagogical practices and teaching strategies to promote student learning.

Assessing students virtually using the distance model or in-person wearing prophylactic

masks in freshly sanitized classrooms where students were spaced 5 feet apart

maintaining mandated socially distancing, student learning was measured via tests

administered online. This rare opportunity created a space for creating innovative virtual

and in-person classrooms to engage and give students agency in their education.

Keywords: professional development, professional learning, motivation, teacher attitudes,

student achievement
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INTRODUCTION

While using innovative strategies that required web-based technology training and

flexibility, teachers taught academic content as the world navigated the COVID19 Global Health

Crisis. The entire education system of the State of California had to re-think how it delivered

education to K-12 students virtually, seemingly overnight. School districts developed a plan for

virtual instruction and made a  plan for a phased re-opening. Teachers had to re-tool and be

ready for each phase. Teachers and Administrators developed plans for virtual classrooms that

became a reality using various online video platforms such as, Zoom, Google Meets, Microsoft

Teams, and Webex. Each online video platform had its pros and cons--ease of use and internet

safety being priorities. The hybrid model was the interim phase between a purely virtual

classroom and a re-imagined return to live instruction. The hybrid model consisted of small

cohorts of students that returned to live classroom instruction two days per week while

continuing virtual instruction three days per week.

At the local level, the school district in this study was responsible for interpreting

directives issued by the state government, the local health authorities, and advice from all

stakeholders. The state of California created a plan based on the COVID19 positivity testing of

adults. Percentages of positive tests in an area were used to create a tiered response. The

California Health Equity Metric guided counties to mitigate the spread of the COVID19 virus.

Each school district designed how to meet the needs of all impacted: families, students,

teachers, and staff., The time allocated to directly teaching a student either in-person or virtually

was limited to 2 ½ hours per day to comply with the various health regulations. Thus time with

the teacher was dubbed synchronous instruction, and time the student was to work on their own

was titled asynchronous instruction. The term homework was no longer applicable because
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virtual students did all their work while remaining off-site. School districts provided teachers’

curriculum as to what to teach their students. Teachers discovered how to teach using a

distance model. Many teachers sought professional development.

Many app-based programs offered an introductory discount during the initial shutdown.

Application service providers inundated teachers with app offers and professional development

opportunities. Teachers spent many hours reviewing student data to determine the efficacy of

each app. These educators lost valuable planning and personal time sifting through an

avalanche of enticing offers. Students and families were overwhelmed with learning to navigate

the virtual classroom while accommodating each teacher’s expectations.

Background And Need

While creating plans and determining instruction possibilities for teachers was a

herculean task, it did pose unique opportunities to re-think education from the ground up. In her

book "The Flat World and Education," Linda Darling Hammond evaluated the education systems

currently in use around the globe (Hammond, 2010). She looked for education equity in the

United States and noted the disparity of practice from state to state. She found small examples

of success that seemed to be short-lived. The COVID19 pandemic forced each state to develop

a plan to educate k-12 students during the shutdown. Not since the Industrial Revolution has

there been a re-evaluation of all education systems that have been so broad and

all-encompassing. An innovative re-imagining was required by all involved in education, from

janitors to the state Superintendent of Education. Teachers were at the forefront, and their

innovative mindset was tested.

Teaching Students using a distance learning model began 100% Virtual, August 17,

2020 - October 23, 2020. Phase 2 created a plan for teachers to transition to a hybrid model

that allowed students to opt-in to in-person school on October 26, 2020. Phase 3 planned a

transition to 100% in-person, the date of which had not yet been determined. 
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Statement Of The Problem

Tasked with teaching virtually, teachers used online video and audio conferencing

platforms such as Zoom. As each teacher learned how to access and use Zoom, they also had

to teach their students to navigate online from a distance. Teachers attended professional

development webinars and adapted their lessons to the online environment. The question "How

do teachers internalize what they have learned during professional development and how does

that knowledge impact student learning?” was especially relevant during the COVID19

pandemic of 2020-2021. This study  examined three models of professional development:

● Educator Learning Lab (August 10, 2020 - August 15, 2020)

● Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice (9-15-20, 10-19-20, 11-30-20)

● Professional Learning Community (September 16 - November 18, 2020)

The study was critical to supporting students' learning and determining the best vehicle

to administer professional development and support teacher learning. Teachers needed to know

the best plan to promote student achievement.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the training vehicles teachers utilized during

distance learning due to Covid-19 and to evaluate the impact of that training on student learning

outcomes. Due to the COVID pandemic, all teacher meetings and professional development

were virtual on Zoom. This study examined the Workshop training model, the PLC as a training

model, and the Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice, a district-wide

grade-level training community. Students were assessed using STAR tests that replaced the

CAASPP tests for the 2020-2021 school year.

Research Questions

This action research addressed the question: How do teachers internalize what they

have learned during professional development and how does that knowledge impact student

learning? The focus of this study was on teachers and how they internalized their professional
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development and transferred their newly acquired skills to meaningful teaching that aimed to

maximize student learning. The following questions were examined during this investigation:

1. What correlation exists between teacher professional development and student

achievement?

2. Which model of teacher development is most effective in advancing teacher learning?

3. What motivates teachers to participate in professional development?

Literature Review

How do teachers internalize what they have learned during professional development

and how does that knowledge impact student learning? This study examines the training

vehicles teachers utilized during the 2020-21 school year in one northern California school

district to evaluate the impact of that training on student learning. This review of the literature

includes a review of social learning theory by Étienne Wenger, among others.

Teachers have always been encouraged to be lifelong learners. Professional

development serves to provide a method to keep teachers up to date on the latest teaching

strategies so that students benefit from their expertise. During the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020,

teachers were forced to learn and teach using a new distance model without warning or

preparation. Shelter-in-place orders required students and teachers to stay home and connect

online to continue the education process. Teachers had to learn and teach in a completely new

way, and professional development to address this new distance learning model was needed en

masse as fast as possible. While the district in this study provided students and teachers with

Zoom connectivity to create virtual classrooms, most teachers had little or no experience with

the platform.

Professional development as a vehicle to provide teachers with training and education

led to the study of three professional development delivery models.

1. The Workshop Training model- Educator Learning Lab (August 10 - August 15, 2020)
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2. The district-wide grade-level Community of Practice model (9/15/20, 10/19/20,

11/30/20)

3. The Professional Learning Community--PLC model (9/16 - 11/18/2020)

While each model was similar in that teachers participated in groups, they differed in the

membership of each grouping. The Workshop Training model constituted the most diverse

membership. This study was conducted in a district where workshops were generally open to all

district-employed teachers and staff.

The district-wide grade-level Community of Practice model became possible through the

use of Zoom. Teaching in the virtual space was a new way for teachers to interact with students,

colleagues, and administrators. Monetary incentives were used to motivate participation in both

the Workshop Training and the Community of Practice models.

The PLC model was written into teacher contracts and required all grade level teachers

at a school site to participate in Principal-directed tasks such as creating goals and assessing

student achievement.

Social Learning Theory

Each model required interactions amongst the group members that supported the

learning of each teacher. Dialogue between teachers shaped thought and utilized cultural tools,

including attention, perception, and memory. In this way, teachers were able to internalize what

they had learned. Vygotsky's (1978) sociocultural theory explained the role of social interaction

in making meaning, promoting learning, and aiding cognition development. Vygotsky laid the

foundation for social constructivism.  Social constructivism is the construction of knowledge

through social interaction. Social interaction requires communication and collaboration that

allows the participants to share and construct knowledge. Similar to Dervyn’s (1992)

Sense-Making Methodology, collaboration and communication are necessary and social

interaction is key. Dervyn (1992) looked at transmission and transfer where "Humans by
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continuing dialogue and sharing of personal observations do arrive at always limited but more

stable observation." (Dervyn 1992 p. 63). Vygotsky noted that scaffolding by more expert

members in the group supported the learning, while novice teachers navigated the zone of

proximal development. The zone of proximal development is just beyond the learner’s ability.

Because they have not yet mastered the skills they are learning, they require a more expert

guide to help them make sense and construct knowledge to get them to mastery. Teachers

needed mentors to obtain the knowledge necessary to teach in this new Zoom-enabled

distance-learning environment. All three professional development models provided different

situations where teachers learned from one another and furthered their professional

development.

Similarly, Lave and Wenger’s (2010) Learning Theory is the foundation of constructivism

as well. Situated learning theory assumes that social interactions drive learning. Situated

learning is a theory that explains a participant's acquisition of professional development and

illustrates how apprenticeship into legitimate peripheral participation makes the community of

practice membership possible. They state that Situated Learning Theory facilitates the learning

process. A protege of Wenger, Treuer, created the Entangled Learning model (2015) that built

upon Lave and Wenger and stated that “Individuals collaborate as equals to develop new

knowledge and skills. This sharing and the feedback reinforces learning and identity around new

learning.”  Wenger differentiates categories of membership and participation to establish what

one can expect from each group. The workshop model included teachers as active participants.

The district-wide grade-level Community of Practice consisted of peripheral participants as

teachers. Teachers that have connected to the community but have not shown as much

commitment to the community. The PLC comprises a small group of grade-level teachers

dedicated to analyzing student assessment data to determine teacher efficacy and offer support

to improve student learning.
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Boaler (2001)  examined constructivist theories of learning and applied them to lesson

designs for learning.  She focused on situated theories of learning (2001) that were more about

the interactions between people and the world and less about individuals. Collective teacher

efficacy was central to each of the models in this study. Each model created opportunities for

teachers to participate in situations where they could develop meaning from the applied use of

content knowledge. Teachers could use and apply knowledge as engaged learners by using and

applying multiple social learning spaces and practices. Each model in this study allowed

participants to interact during COVID19 to develop their expertise in utilizing the distance model

to teach elementary students online.

Close consideration of the sociocultural, instructional, technological, and educational, the

S.I.T.E. model provided a framework commensurate with how the learner experiences learning

seems fundamental to designing successful learning experiences. If they are not carefully

addressed, a gap appears that may result in the poor transfer of learned knowledge to a new

setting. McDowell (2017) speaks to teaching learners to apply knowledge by introducing new

situations to transfer and apply knowledge to counteract what Wenger (2020) termed inert

knowledge. Inert knowledge only exists in the context of where the learner first encountered it,

and the learner is unable to transfer or apply the knowledge in a new setting.

This study asked how teachers internalize what they have learned during professional

development and how it impacts student learning? Gardner (2011) and Goleman(2006) noted

the importance of social and emotional intelligence. Social intelligence theory examines how

the brain processes social interactions. As Goleman (2006) put it, "we are wired to connect,"

and our need for relationships impacts every aspect of our lives. Emotional Intelligence

measures the ability of individuals to accommodate interpersonal relationships with empathy

and the ability to control emotions. Emotional Intelligence informs social intelligence and

impacts how we learn. Each of the models in this study satisfied the need for social interactions,

incorporating collaboration and communication to construct new knowledge, and supported
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emotional intelligence by connecting teachers to empathize with one another on their path to

professional development.

To answer how teachers internalize what they have learned during professional

development, the participants’ role and the situation of the social learning space needed

examination. To answer the second part of the question-- and how does that knowledge impact

student learning- had to be studied within the context for learning that each delivery model

encompassed. Each model of professional development delivery addressed the disparate

training needs of teachers.

Adult Learning Theory

This study looked at each of the models through the lens of Adult learning.

Figure 1. Knowles Principles of Andragogy, as cited on TOFAS Akademi curated by Bilal

Ramazanoglu 2017, https://tofasakademi.com/what-is-adult-learning-theory/

When teachers are lifelong learners, teachers are also students. One would logically

reason that teachers would learn in the same ways that their pupils learn.  However, adult

learners have different learning needs from children. Malcolm Knowles (1980) noted the

following differences between adult learners (andragogy) from child learners (pedagogy):

1. Andragogy is the study of Adult self-concept that grows from being a dependent

personality towards being a self-directed person.
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2. Adult learners develop more experiences to inform their learning.

3. Adults are ready to learn when the task benefits their social or life roles.

4. Adult’s time perspective changes to one that values problem-solving learning that is

available when needed.

5. Adults are internally motivated

Adults incorporate self-directed learning (SDL) as they become self-actualized. Maslow

(1943) explained self-actualization as the need to attain and accomplish one's potential. The

SDL process requires the initiative to plan, implement, reflect, or evaluate one’s learning.

(Knowles, 1975)  The PTRA cycle in teaching incorporates planning, teaching, reflecting, and

applying, aligning with SDL, making it a natural fit for teachers. Teachers embrace SDL as they

continue their quest to become life-long learners.

Critics of andragogy note that the theory may not value race and culture that see the

teacher as the sole possessor of knowledge and the director of learning. Self-directed learning

is not valued in this context. Brookfield (2003)

Transformational Learning changes the way a person thinks, resulting in a paradigm

shift.  For this to happen, individuals need to experience acceptance, empathy, and trust,

Mezirow (1997, 2000). These learners need to be comfortable with a reflective discussion that

encourages multiple perspectives elaborated on without bias. Transformational Learning has

been criticized as blind to race, gender, class, and the historical context of when and where the

learning occurs. Another shortcoming of TL is that it does not consider social and emotional

contexts and has been described as hyper-rational (Silver-Pacuilla, 2003).

Andragogy evolves to Heutagogy, (Blaschke 2012). The continuum can be explained this

way, pedagogy studies how children learn and how they are taught by a teacher who is the sage

on the stage—a teacher who is the sole proprietor of knowledge and determines the course of

instruction. At the same time, Andragogy studies examine how adults learn and are taught by a

teacher who acts as the guide on the side, a teacher that is available with expertise to aid the
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student as they need it. The next phase of learning is heutagogy that studies how adults teach

themselves by becoming their own teacher that utilizes many resources and acts as an ace in

the digital space. Heutagogy is truly student-driven. COVID19 and the evolution of technology

have made heutagogy possible and necessary during the pandemic of 2020-21. Teachers were

trying to learn and teach in an entirely new way and constantly planning, teaching, reflecting,

assessing, and learning how to use new tools. Teachers were then required to repeat the

process continually. Teachers were re-inventing themselves with each lesson.  Teachers were

ultimately on their own. Self-directed professional development created divergent paths of

learning that lacked cohesion, collaboration, and social connections, thereby failing to achieve

collective teacher efficacy that Hattie (2012)described as having the greatest impact on student

learning. So, which model was the most effective in helping teachers to internalize learning?

Which model benefitted student learning?

Workshop Training Model

The workshop model has several advantages. It provides an excellent means for sharing

professional development with large groups that use a shared vocabulary. According to

Vygotsky (1978), because the workshop model provided scaffolding by more expert teachers,

the participants could use the scaffolds to navigate their zone of proximal development. Guskey

(2003) also notes that the workshop model often requires ongoing support to promote the

transfer of learning. Virtual workshops provided limited social interaction and have not been

studied as to their effectiveness in promoting learning transfer.

Hattie's (2012)  meta-study revealed collective teacher efficacy as having the most

significant influence on student achievement. It reasons that teachers collaborating with other

teachers would also yield the greatest learning amongst teachers. The context of the situation in

which teachers experienced the learning was designed to maximize teacher learning. The

workshop model held the possibility to optimize teacher learning in the shortest amount of time.

Teachers needed to transfer what they had learned and apply it in the classroom, or the learning
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would be in Wenger's (2020) words inert, where the teachers would only be able to use the

knowledge within the context of where they first encountered it, which was at the workshop. In

this scenario, inert knowledge would not benefit students in the classroom. While the workshop

proved to be an excellent starting point, it became apparent that teachers needed ongoing

support to develop teacher internalization, and the impact of teacher workshops on student

learning required further study.

Communities of Practice Model

A community of practice (CoP) was first described by Lave & Wenger(1991) in their book

“Situated Learning” to describe active participants working in collaboration to share goals and

knowledge to develop personally and professionally.

Grossman (2001) examined communities of practice within education, noting the

importance of social interaction to motivate and promote cohesion. The challenge of

communities of practice is to combat groupthink where the active participants lose their

motivation to practice innovative thinking.

Treuer (2015) further developed the concept of communities of practice in the Entangled

Learning Model. Active participants use the community to collaborate and provide feedback to

build on knowledge and skills.

Communities of practice provide ongoing resources and support for the members.

Teacher members and facilitators provided scaffolding to inexpert members. The community

created a climate that was "trusting, empathetic, caring, authentic, sincere, and demonstrated

high integrity" Taylor (2000) p.313, for this new Community of Practice Model to be effective.

Teachers operated as equals in an atmosphere of trust and openness and needed time to

develop as a community, Cranton (2000). Lave and Wenger (2010) noted that sharing and

feedback reinforce learning and identity around new learning. The Communities of Practice

Model demonstrated the need to clarify and model learning in many contexts.
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CoP provides social connections and opportunities for collaboration that motivate

educators and aid in cohesion. The role of facilitators and their impact on Professional

Development outcomes within the community of practice model is an area that requires further

study. Student data needs to be analyzed to determine the correlation to teacher participation in

communities of practice. Further analysis also needs to be conducted to assess teacher

internalization and teacher participation in student learning.

Professional Learning Community Model

Caskey (2012) Professional Learning Communities utilized grade-level teachers as

critical friends that used inquiry to collaborate, reflect, and analyze their teaching to improve

student achievement. Opportunities for teachers to contribute to their development through

social interaction with colleagues benefit teacher learning and aid in professional teacher

growth. Teachers discuss school improvement goals as directed by the administrator while

analyzing student work, assessments, and data. The PLC model has been utilized frequently

since its inception in the 1960s to address the endemic isolation of educators. Dufour, R., &

Eaker, R. (2009) provided the framework for implementing an effective professional learning

community. The PLC offers a safe space for teachers to collaborate on their professional

development and determine the best practices for supporting students' learning.

The building blocks of the PLC are mission, vision, values, and goals. Defining the

mission or purpose of each PLC is determined by the teacher participants and the principal. The

members of the PLC choose the shared vision of what the PLC wants to become. The attitudes,

commitments, and behaviors or norms result from continual practice by the members to

accomplish their mission and vision. The principal sets the tone and directs each PLC. The

values are promoted by the culture of each school and led by the principal. The goals are

expressed by the principal and carried out by the teacher participants. Kastner (2015) echoes

Darling-Hammond and others in stating that “teacher quality is the most significant school-based
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factor influencing student achievement.” John Hattie’s (2012) collective teacher efficacy would

note that combining teachers in collaborative groups like the PLC would result in the sum of

abilities being greater than the individual skills of the group members.   PLCs are responsible for

analyzing student learning to determine teacher effectiveness. The PLC is the only professional

development model to be correlated to student learning outcomes.

The role of the administrator on the effectiveness of the PLC requires further study.

Summary

The COVID19 pandemic of 2020-21 created a need for educators to learn how to teach

using a new distance learning model unfamiliar to most teachers in elementary education.

Teachers needed Professional Development to navigate the virtual learning space. The question

arose as to how do teachers internalize what they have learned during professional

development, and how does that knowledge impact student learning?

Vygotsky(1978) and Dervyn (1992) determined the need for social interaction in social

learning theory. Boaler (2001), Lave and Wenger (2010), and Treuer (2015) built on

constructivist theories to establish the role of social context as a foundation for learning.

McDowell(2017) and Wenger (2020) further examined the role of the situation in which the

learner experiences learning to transfer knowledge to new learning. Goleman (2006) and

Gardner (2011)confirmed the importance of social and emotional intelligence theories on

internalizing learning. Emotional Intelligence informs social intelligence and impacts how we

learn. Mezirow (1997, 2000), like Goleman (2006), agreed that individuals need to experience

acceptance, empathy, and trust to attain transformational learning. However, critics

(Silver-Pacuilla, 2003) suggest that transformational learning is hyper-rational and is not

sensitive to race, gender, class, or the historical context of when or where the learning occurs.

Malcolm Knowles (1980) noted the following differences between andragogy and

pedagogy. Maslow (1943) and Knowles (1975) promoted self-directed learning, while Brookfield

(2003) was among those that criticized self-directed learning as blind to race and culture.
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Blaschke (2012) explained the continuum of pedagogy to andragogy to heutagogy and its

impact on teacher and student learning.

Vygotsky (1978), Guskey (2003), Hattie's (2012), and Wenger (2020) saw the

importance of scaffolding within the workshop model.

Lave & Wenger(1991), Grossman (2001), Treuer (2015), Taylor (2000), Cranton (2000),

and Lave and Wenger (2010) introduced Communities of Practice that provided social

connections and opportunities for collaboration that motivate educators and aid in cohesion.

Dufour, R., & Eaker, R. (2009) and Caskey (2012) laid out the framework for

Professional Learning Communities and highlighted the importance of critical friends that used

inquiry to collaborate, reflect, and analyze their teaching to improve student achievement.

Darling-Hammond (2010), Hattie (2012), and Kastner (2015) noted teacher quality and

collective teacher efficacy as having the greatest impact on student learning.

Each of the models of professional development has advantages and drawbacks. The

workshop model effectively reaches the most teachers in the shortest amount of time yet

requires ongoing support. The Communities of Practice provides opportunities for collaboration

and lends itself to cohesion, yet it may stifle innovation. The Professional Learning Community

provides teachers with a framework to analyze student learning and support teacher growth.

The Professional Learning Community is the only model of professional development that

actively analyzes student learning.

Methodology

Study Design

In this mixed-methods study that included qualitative and quantitative data,  the researcher

acted as a participant-observer and used personal observation and surveys to collect

participant-teacher feedback via Google Forms to compare teacher participation in three

professional development models. All information collected during this study was treated as

confidential. Participants were identified with a pseudonym. All participants were contacted via
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email and asked to complete an informed consent form to be included in this

study. Participation in the study was strictly voluntary. There were no direct benefits to

participants in this study. There was a possible benefit of increased knowledge of practices to

benefit student achievement and an opportunity for increased collegiality among participating

teachers. The insights gained from this research may be of value to the broader educational

community in the continued development and refinement of professional learning for educators.

There may be a slight risk to the participants as they become aware that they were being

observed and analyzed. Participants needed to invest their own time to complete surveys and

feedback forms required in this study.

Timeline:

● Educator Learning Lab August 10, 2020 - August 15, 2020

● Study start date: September 1, 2020

● PLC meets weekly September 16 - November 18, 2020

● Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice 9/15/20, 10/19/20, 11/30/20

● IRB Proposal submitted October 26, 2020

● IRB approved November 2, 2020

● The study will conclude by July 31, 2021 

XXXX Educator Learning Lab (August 10 - August 15, 2020)

The E-Learning Lab took place from August 10 - August 15, 2020, before the school year.

Each day encompassed 8 one hour workshops. Over the week, 77 workshops were offered that

spanned all content areas, including Special Education. The sample included teachers who had

volunteered to participate in one or more workshops offered during the Educator Learning Lab

during the week of August 10, 2020 - August 15, 2020. Teachers could attend as many workshops

as they wanted but were compensated for up to 5 hours of workshop training. Teachers needed to
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document the workshops attended to receive compensation. The researcher was a full participant

in the Educator Learning Lab.

Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice (9-15-20, 10-19-20, 11-30-20)

The 4th-grade Distance Learning Community of Practice met for an hour on the following

dates: 9/15/20, 10/19/20, and 11/30/20. These meetings were available to all 4th-grade teachers in

the district and initially were voluntary but were compensated after the fact. Observations and

feedback were collected to analyze the impact on teacher learning. The 4th-grade Distance Learning

Community of Practice was meant to replace the Lead Teacher Model practiced before the

pandemic. The researcher was a full participant in the Fourth Grade Distance Learning

Community of Practice 9/15/20, 10/19/20, 11/30/20

Professional Learning Community (PLC) of 4th-grade teachers met weekly September 16

- November 18, 2020

An Observational Study: The researcher acquired status as a "trusted person" in the

group to acquire honest feelings, perceptions, and opinions as a participant-observer in the XXX

PLC. The Professional Learning Community (PLC) purposive sample includes three 4th-grade

teachers at an elementary school in California. A pseudonym identifies each participant. The

researcher observed and took notes of the weekly PLC meetings of these 4th-grade teachers

participating in the PLC. The teachers completed a survey at the start of the study and

completed the same questionnaire at the end of the research. They were chosen for this action

research project because they were identified as having operated an effective PLC for many

years within a school with a robust PLC model. The 4th-grade Professional Learning Community

(PLC) was the only model of Professional Development that was compulsory, compensated, and

directly connected to student assessment.  Star Test Data compared student reading and math

utilizing pre-test and post-test data for each. This study included the PLC minutes and pacing

calendar.
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Results and Analysis

XXXX Educator Learning Lab (August 10 - August 15, 2020)

Figure 2: Workshops--Learning Lab Week Session Feedback google sheet

Each participant of the XXXX Educator Learning Lab was asked to complete a feedback

form after attending each workshop. They were asked to identify their position and their school

site. Unfortunately, I was unable to separate out 4th-grade teachers. Still, I could eliminate those

participants who worked at multiple sites and those who did not identify as a teacher or a TOSA.

Questions that come to mind are how does participation correlate to student achievement? I did

not have student data for each school to determine student achievement, nor did I have a

breakdown of teachers that attended the E-Learning Lab workshops. I wondered why some

schools had higher participation rates than others. Or conversely, why did AHES have the

lowest participation rate? These are questions for administrators.
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Figure 3: Workshops--Learning Lab Week Session Feedback google sheet

The school district offered  77 separate workshops during the week. It seemed the

organizers were trying to please everyone. The feedback form had participants type in the name

of the workshop so that some workshops were identified as separate entities within the

spreadsheet generated from the google form. Dropdown menus in the google form would have

solved this problem.

Because of the attempt to accommodate every level of expertise and every distance

learning tool, teachers found subsequent collaboration difficult. This model encouraged

divergent thinking and needed follow-up support to aid teacher adoption and internalization.

Unfortunately, the school district missed Collective teacher efficacy opportunities.
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Figure 4: Workshops--Learning Lab Week Session Feedback google sheet

The school district tapped members of one funding arm, XXXX Administrators, and some

teachers to be presenters. Facilitators were company reps from DreamBox, Imagine Learning,

Promethean, and Bridges. Overall feedback was very positive. More than 69% of participants

scored the workshop they attended as a five on the Likert Scale as the most relevant and

helpful to their work. Many commented with quotes like this:

● "ALL of the information- this was the BEST Zoom I've taken so far this week. So many

helpful resources and ideas that we will really need to get connected virtually with our

students! EXCELLENT PRESENTATION!!"

In addition, many appreciated the support they received in the chat from their colleagues

attending the workshop. The chat feature reminded me of the live Q & A we could utilize with

TodaysMeet when that platform was available.
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Figure 5: Workshops--Learning Lab Week Session Feedback google sheet

Analyzing the workshop relevance further, we can assume a high degree of engagement

by the teachers attending the workshops. The question as to what motivates teachers to

participate in professional development is a little less obvious. Did the impending start of the

school year during the Pandemic motivate teachers to re-tool because they needed to begin

school virtually? Did they participate because they were being compensated? I did not have

access to the data correlating compensation to participation. What about the teachers that did

not attend any workshops? These questions need further study. At the minimum, it would have

been helpful to my research to have feedback filtered by the grade level the teacher was going

to teach during the 2020-21 school year.  This would be helpful for the analysis of the correlation

between teacher participation in the workshops and the Star tests. I would hope to see Star

Math data that would show a positive trendline for those teachers that had attended math

workshops like Bridges and Dreambox. And likewise, for Star Reading data compared to
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teachers that participated in Reading workshops like Imagine Learning and Benchmark

Universe.

Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice (9-15-20, 10-19-20, 11-30-20)

Figure 6: CoP District Survey Excerpt

Ten 4th-grade teachers responded to a survey pushed out by the district CoP facilitators.

While everyone agreed that they applied their new learning to their teaching and all rated the

collaboration as either 3 or 4 on the Likert scale as helpful, three teachers were not interested in

participating in a grade-band Community of Practice going forward. One teacher had difficulty
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attending during the time slotted for the CoP meetings and asked if the meetings could be held

between Cohorts rather than after the school day was finished. Teachers did not reveal reasons

for not being interested. Until this point, the grade-level CoP consisted of one grade only. The

introduction of grade bands was a new model. The reasons for introducing this new model were

not spelled out.

When asked about what learning was the most valuable, teachers shared that it was

helpful to address engagement strategies, assessments, and assessment strategies, backward

planning, classroom management on zoom, tech support, and sharing resources and lessons.

Teachers also asked for more help with STAR Assessments, Breakout rooms, Pear Deck,

Baamboozle, Kahoot, Quizizz, Teach Like a Champion application, and how to carve out more

prep time. One teacher wanted the CoP to use breakout rooms to target specific goals to dive

deeper into particular tech tools. Another teacher asked the CoP to provide mini-PD at their

school site.

The teachers participating were not asked to give student assessment data about the

impact on student learning outcomes. There seems to be a degree of teacher internalization of

the professional development delivered during the Community of Practice; however, it would be

challenging to quantify internalization.
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Figure 7: CoP Researcher Survey Excerpt-participant profiles

Four teachers responded to the survey pushed out by the researcher. The researcher

removed the responses of the three support facilitators as they were not currently teaching

students. All teachers were women, while two identified as Latin-x/Hispanic/Latin and two

identified as white. Two teachers held Bachelor’s degrees, one held a Master’s degree, and one

teacher had a Doctorate. All but the Doctorate teacher had attended five or more Professional

Development courses. All but one teacher had been teaching for 20 years or more.
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Figure 8: CoP Researcher Survey Excerpt- student data to inform teaching

Three of the four teachers used multiple assessments to determine their effectiveness as

teachers. The researcher did not collect specific student data to analyze student achievement to

correlate to those teachers that participated in the 4th-grade Community of Practice professional

development.

Teachers participating in the Community of Practice meetings appreciated the resources

offered and the networking opportunities. Of the four respondents, one replied that

social-emotional learning and relationships were so important during COVID19. Another teacher

expressed the impact this type of teaching has had on their health, describing the exhaustion

accompanying Zoom fatigue.

Figure 9: 10-19-20 Attendance at CoP
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Figure 10: 11-30-20 Attendance at CoP

Analyzing figures 9 and 10, we can see that 4 of the ten schools represented at the

10-19-20 meeting did not attend the meeting on 11-30-20. PVES had two teachers representing

their school on 10-19-20 and one teacher representing the school at the  11-30-20 meeting.

Even more telling, are the schools that did not attend either meeting. Seven elementary schools

did not have a representative at either meeting. What motivated teachers to participate in the

CoP meetings?

Unfortunately, I was unable to validate the attendance for the  9-15-20 CoP meeting. I

attended the 9-15-20 meeting, and I remember approximately 15 teachers present. We had

unstructured talk time where I asked many questions relating to the E-Learning Lab. I wanted to

know if there were workshops that I missed that would be worth revisiting and watching the

recordings.
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Slowly the teachers present began sharing. The sharing led to more interactions. Some

recommended other resources. Some relayed how they were using what they had learned. It

seemed that study groups might have formed on their own. This free flow of information felt very

beneficial to all. Trust was being established, and a community was developing. All this changed

when  an administrator arrived unannounced. Everyone in the meeting silenced themselves and

waited to be directed. Compliance took priority. As the Community of Practice model began to

look more like the previous lead teacher model, the tenor changed.

Shortly after the 9-15-20 meeting, the district announced that it would compensate for

participation in CoP meetings. It became clear that the CoP was to replace the Lead Teacher

model used before the COVID19 pandemic of 2020-21. The Lead Teacher model compensated

teachers that participated in Lead Teacher Meetings, and the district expected that teachers

would take what they learned back to their school sites. It was a top-down model that was used

to push out curriculum targeted to the Math or ELA content areas.  In addition, those that

participated as Lead teachers fulfilled one of their required duties at their site. No mention if this

would be true of teachers that participated in the CoP meetings. Neither the Lead Teacher

model nor the Grade-Level Communities of Practice collected student data to analyze learning

outcomes. The researcher was unable to compare teacher participation to student achievement.

Professional Learning Community (PLC) of 4th-grade teachers 9/16/20 - 11/18/ 2020

PLC Timeline: 10 hours x 3 teachers= 30 man-hours

● 9/16 PLC

● 9/23 PLC

● 9/30 PLC

● 10/7 PLC

● 10/14 PLC

● 10/15 Grade ⅘ Hybrid Huddle

● 10/21 PLC
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● 10/28 PLC

● 11/4 PLC

● 11/11 No School-Veteran’s Day

● 11/18 PLC

The PLC model was the only group that regularly analyzed student data. However,

because of the modifications made necessary due to the pandemic and the changes in the

assessments, the teachers in this study apologized that the Learning Sprints where they

analyzed student data had to be delayed until they felt they could verify the data as valid.

Figure 11: 4th-grade PLC Star Reading Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Reading Unified Scale Fall

2020

Analyzing the 4th-grade PLC Star Reading Unified Scale Pre and Post Test data showed

a significant upward trend of 0.32. I had tried to use Imagine Learning Data filtered by each

teacher participating in the PLC but found that because of students’ movement midway through
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the study, I could not isolate the reason for their progress (or decline). So I put all the PLC

students in one aggregate group and used the Star Test Reading Data using the Unified Scale.

Figure 12: 4th-grade District Star Reading Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Reading Unified Scale

Fall 2020

Analyzing the 4th-grade District Star Reading Unified Scale Pre and Post Test data

showed a trend of 0.00. This meant that for all 4th-graders that took the Star Reading pre and

post-test, there was no growth or decline in their learning over the fall 2020 to winter 2021

school year. This study aimed to compare PLC participation and professional development on

teacher growth and student achievement. It would appear that the PLC I studied was able to

promote student learning outcomes to a greater degree than the district was able to achieve

with the aggregate pool of 4th-graders.
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Figure 13: 4th-grade PLC Star Math Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Math Unified Scale Fall 2020

Analyzing the 4th-grade PLC Star Math Unified Scale Pre and Post Test data showed a

significant upward trend of 0.47. I had tried to use Dreambox Data filtered by each teacher

participating in the PLC but found that because of students’ movement midway through the

study, I could not isolate the reason for their progress (or decline). So I put all the PLC students

in one aggregate group and used the Star Test Math Data using the Unified Scale.
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Figure 14: 4th-grade District Star Math Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Math Unified Scale Fall

2020

Analyzing the 4th-grade District Star Math Unified Scale Pre and Post Test data showed

a trend of 0.00. This meant that for all 4th-graders that took the Star Math pre and post-test,

there was no growth or decline in their learning over fall 2020 to winter 2021 school year. This

study aimed to compare PLC participation and professional development on teacher growth and

student achievement. It would appear that the PLC I studied was able to promote student

learning outcomes to a greater degree than the district was able to achieve with the aggregate

pool of 4th-graders.
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Are you a classroom

teacher or support

professional, or

Administrator?

Select the meeting

that you attended

How many

professional

development

courses did

you attend

this year?

How many

years

have you

been a

fourth-gra

de

teacher?

How many

years have

you been a

teacher?

What is the

highest degree

you have

earned?

Classroom Teacher PLC Weekly meeting 5 or more 18 23 Bachelors

Classroom Teacher PLC Weekly meeting 3 or 4 9 17 Masters

Classroom Teacher PLC Weekly meeting 1 or 2 1 27 Masters

Figure 15: PLC Teacher Reflection and Feedback excerpt

A closer look at the teacher profiles of those participating in the PLC shows three

teachers that have been teaching for many years. They all identify as White and Female. Two of

the three hold Master’s degrees and one has a Bachelor’s degree. It is interesting to note that

the teacher holding the Bachelor’s degree has participated in the most Professional

Development Courses over this last year.

When asked how COVID19 impacted your teaching, the following response explains so

much of how teachers were affected.

“I don't feel nearly as effective in reaching all the needs of my students. In normal times, I feel like

my teaching skills, ability to engage students, and inspire them to "take control of your learning" (one of

my mottos) is at a B+ or A- on average.  I feel like I've dropped to a C or C- during pandemic times. I feel

"constricted" in terms of even my "teaching personality" coming through. And in terms of strategic

planning, I feel like I never get a good, firm, grasp on that since we keep changing "styles" of pandemic

teaching: pure survival and key standards maintenance last spring, to just getting into a rhythm and

knowing our kids' needs and beginning to know how to address them even better in Phase 1, to half my
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class changing and now learning how to teach Hybrid four days a week in Phase 2.  Some days I feel like

I'm back in "survival" mode from the spring!”

Expecting teachers to re-tool continuously has taken its toll.

When asked How COVID19 impacted your professional development, the following response

noted the degree of self-directed learning this teacher was embracing.

“In terms of learning more tech, it has FLOURISHED and grown by leaps and bounds!  I also am

fortunate enough to be at a magnet school where there are still funds and requirements to attend 100

hours of PD a year, so in the last three years, I have gained so much from so many excellent

conferences. Since the pandemic, I've attended, during the summer and now during the school year,

some equally amazing and beneficial virtual PDs, and not just ones focused on virtual teaching or tech.

Ones focused on raising student achievement with an added layer of "in a virtual world."  I feel so

fortunate! I also am doubly fortunate to have a principal who believes in Teacher Learning Meetings VS

Staff Meetings twice a month. We, as teachers, give her ideas of what we need more support or PD on,

and she works hard to provide it and saves all the "business" stuff for emails. This helps bring the larger

PD knowledge we each learn from conferences or by other means and dial down more specific to our

site's needs.”

After observing the many hours this PLC dedicated to their students and their profession, many

more than contract hours would allow, I wondered about the likelihood of burn-out. I was not surprised to

hear that one teacher was actively investigating the feasibility of changing from teaching to becoming an

Instructional Aid to allow a better work-life balance. This would be a real loss for the students and the

profession.

The Lead teacher in this study led by example. Analyzing my observations and the notes taken

during the PLC revealed that the Lead teacher logged 56% of the items on the agenda. She drove the

meetings with a collegial style that was personable yet on task. The teacher in the PLC logged 24% of the

items on the agenda. While the Combo teacher logged 19% of the items on the agenda, it is important to

keep in mind that she split her time between the 4th-grade PLC and the 3rd-grade PLC. Both the 3rd and

4th grade PLCs met at the same time each week on zoom. After the initial check-in, the 3rd-grade

continued their meeting in a breakout room; this made it much easier for the Combo Teacher to stay
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current with both groups. This format also made it easy for the Principal and other visitors to visit both 3rd

and 4th-grade PLC. Both PLCs could come back together as needed or separate when deemed

necessary.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The answer to the question “How do teachers internalize what they have learned during

professional development?” all that needs to be done is to required teachers to answer that

question. This can be done easily using google forms or other survey tools. The more

challenging question is, “How does that knowledge impact student learning?” To acquire data to

analyze the effectiveness of a teacher’s instruction can be achieved with some backward

planning to agree on objectives and assessments. In this study, teachers expressed degrees of

internalization, yet they were not in alignment with what they had learned. The PLC was the only

group studied that had student data to analyze. The quality of teacher education and the

professional development the PLC teachers practiced positively impacted their students.

The model of teacher development most effective in advancing teacher learning could be

the workshop model because it impacted the most teachers in the shortest amount of time. The

workshop model provided an excellent introduction to the workshop topic chosen. However,

many teachers needed follow-up support to be able to implement the tools introduced fully.

The Community of Practice has great potential for providing networking that could

support teachers in their quest to dive deeper into strategies and content. However, the roll-out

of the Community of Practice model needs to be refined. The top-down Lead teacher model

needs to be more responsive to teachers’ needs and made more collaborative. The Community

of Practice could fill that role, but teachers and facilitators need to be clear about what they are

trying to accomplish.

The PLC model offers collegiality and collaboration that, when administered by

seasoned professionals, was a model of positively impacting student learning. For this reason

alone, the PLC model was the most effective in advancing teacher and student learning. The
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PLC in this study merits further examination because when compared to the district 4th grade, their

students made significant improvements in both reading and math. The trendline analysis showed a

positive trajectory that was significant compared to the Star Data for both reading and math for the

4th-grade district data.

The difficulty in comparing teacher learning to student growth in both the workshop model

and the communities of practice has been a major impediment to evaluating these two models.

Professional Development needs to be administered utilizing clarity and collective

teacher efficacy to increase teacher achievement. Learning Objectives need to be clearly stated

at the outset of each Professional Development Workshop. A feedback loop needs to be

implemented. My recommendation would be to think of Professional Development as its own

curriculum using a spiral design that would allow teachers to have multiple access points over

the course of a year. Careful attention to calendaring is essential to encourage cohesion and

timeliness.

For example, the E-Learning Lab would be a great way to begin the school year.

Teachers would be able to choose the workshops that are most important to their practice.

The Grade Level Communities of Practice (CoP) could continue over Zoom even after

the pandemic has run its course. I would recommend that the CoP replace one PLC at the

beginning of each grading period. These meetings would give an overarching view of the entire

grading period and address assessment, record keeping, and progress reports. They could also

be used as a repository for resources that teachers could borrow. Exemplary Teachers could be

filmed and viewed as models for teaching and shared during the CoP.  Cohesion and

collaboration are essential during the CoP.

The Grade-level Professional Learning Community could be expanded to include two

schools that would meet much as individual schools do now. The advantage of meeting over

Zoom would allow the use of break-out rooms to give each group separate space when needed
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and the freedom to come back together to communicate further. This would help offset teacher

turn-over or PLCs that are too small or in need of support.
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APPENDICES

Figure 1. Knowles Principles of Andragogy, as cited on TOFAS Akademi curated by Bilal
Ramazanoglu 2017, https://tofasakademi.com/what-is-adult-learning-theory/

Figure 2-5. Google Sheet: Workshops--Learning Lab Week Session Feedback
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JqzVFYpOKvWjCNB51K6bd73IGjhtVk_b7jJHYPaQK
M0/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 6: CoP District Survey Excerpt Google Sheet: Teacher Reflection and Feedback
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdpp
MI/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 7: CoP Researcher Survey Excerpt-participant profiles
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdpp
MI/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 8: CoP Researcher Survey Excerpt-student data to inform teaching
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdpp
MI/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 9: 10-19-20 Attendance at CoP
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrz
c/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 10: 11-30-20 Attendance at CoP
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrz
c/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 11: 4th-grade PLC Star Reading Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Reading Unified Scale Fall
2020
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw
/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 12: 4th-grade District Star Reading Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Reading Unified Scale
Fall 2020
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw
/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 13: 4th-grade PLC Star Math Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Math Unified Scale Fall 2020
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw
/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 14: 4th-grade District Star Math Unified Scale Winter2021 vs. Math Unified Scale Fall
2020
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw
/edit?usp=sharing

https://tofasakademi.com/what-is-adult-learning-theory/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JqzVFYpOKvWjCNB51K6bd73IGjhtVk_b7jJHYPaQKM0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JqzVFYpOKvWjCNB51K6bd73IGjhtVk_b7jJHYPaQKM0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
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Figure 15: PLC Teacher Reflection and Feedback
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp8GOE
eoRM/edit?usp=sharing

Sources

2020-21 Reopening Robust Distance Learning Lab for Educators-Session Recordings
and Resources

CoP Teacher Reflection and Feedback
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFh
WFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing

Copy of Fourth Distance Learning CoP
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bG
u9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing

4th-Grade District and PLC Star Reading & Math Unified Scores
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8t
o1Gw/edit?usp=sharing

PPP PLC IL DATA
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kzw_4gxtZBeuEJ6adX8NuL-4bDlZ_wqogXfVY
V9VyBk/edit?usp=sharing

PLC Teacher Reflection and Feedback
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp
8GOEeoRM/edit?usp=sharing

PLC Research -observations for ARP
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1K0uIIhAz03EfvvoNxCRGRn2l7e_E21ZtBRI8Kc
5-D-U/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp8GOEeoRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp8GOEeoRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10NFQfFiuHixkO4cfXW8K7QrtTzfXIdunRNFhWFdppMI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1svsTVbRyrOzL9UXp0vk8qMpaqlPsnxh_65bGu9Vvrzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PP0c_iOfG2WtCjrgRr0-k2sfCdhn_0I5Oeokp8to1Gw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kzw_4gxtZBeuEJ6adX8NuL-4bDlZ_wqogXfVYV9VyBk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kzw_4gxtZBeuEJ6adX8NuL-4bDlZ_wqogXfVYV9VyBk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp8GOEeoRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AdTh71A0pA1pdPChikaeAJyTBGcjVUgZwRp8GOEeoRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1K0uIIhAz03EfvvoNxCRGRn2l7e_E21ZtBRI8Kc5-D-U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1K0uIIhAz03EfvvoNxCRGRn2l7e_E21ZtBRI8Kc5-D-U/edit?usp=sharing
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● Human Subjects Course Certificate
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● Recruitment Letter for Study Participation

Recruitment Letter for Study Participation

Dear _____________,

I am a master's candidate completing an Ed.M. in Innovative Learning through
Touro University.  During this semester, I will be conducting an active research
project endeavoring to answer: How do teachers internalize what they have learned
during professional development and how does that knowledge impact student
learning?  The organizers of the meetings you are attending have granted me
permission to conduct this research with the 4th-grade educators who are
participating in professional development within the district (XXXX).

The research study will focus on the experiences and perceptions of educators
engaged in ongoing, job-embedded professional learning through XXXX Educator
Learning Lab, Fourth Grade Distance Learning Community of Practice, and PLC
meetings. You are receiving this letter because you have been identified as a
4th-grade educator engaged in professional development within the district
(XXXX).

I have attached a consent form that includes detailed information about the purpose
and scope of the study, participant expectations, and procedures.  Please read
through the letter carefully and contact me at (707)495-8631 or
lgaynor@student.touro.edu with any questions you may have. If you agree to
participate in the study, the signed consent form must be returned to me as a pdf at
the above email.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,
Laurie Gaynor
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● Teacher Informed Consent

Research Information Sheet

Title of Study: How do teachers internalize what they have learned during professional
development and how does that knowledge impact student learning?

Principal Investigator: Name: Laurie Gaynor
Masters of Education/Innovative Learning Candidate
Phone: 707-495-8631

Purpose:
The primary purpose of this study is to answer the driving question: How do teachers
internalize what they have learned during professional development and how does that
knowledge impact student learning?  The researcher seeks to assess student progress using
aggregate data collected from Star Tests and district-supported apps, such as Imagine
Language and Literacy, Benchmark Advance, and Dreambox. In addition, educator perceptions
of the overall quality of the professional learning they have experienced as a member of a PLC,
grade level collaboration, or district-wide workshop(s) will be explored, along with the
perceived impact professional development may offer toward improving educator effectiveness
and student learning.

Study Procedures:
The investigator will analyze educators’ perceptions of the impact professional development
may offer as a means for impacting professional growth and student learning. Participants will
be asked to complete a survey following their participation in professional development. The
survey will require demographic information and measure the fidelity of implementation of
professional development and measure how closely school and district professional
development practices align with California Teacher Performance Standards (3, 4, and 6).
These surveys will be distributed electronically through your school district email and will take
approximately 20 minutes to complete. Please understand that interviews will be conducted to
gather feedback on participant experience in this research study. Participants will be asked to
review the study analysis prior to publication to assess for accuracy.

Benefits:
There will be no direct benefits to participants in this proposed study. There is a possible
benefit of increased knowledge of practices to benefit student achievement and an opportunity
for increased collegiality among participating teachers. The insights gained from this research
may be of value to the larger educational community in the continued development and
refinement of professional learning for educators. There may be a slight risk to the participants
as they become cognizant that they are being observed/analyzed and the time required to
complete the survey and feedback forms needed for this study.
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Confidentiality:
All information collected during this study will be kept confidential. You will be identified by a

number in the research records.  Personal identification will not be
released without your written permission.

Risks:
There may be a slight  risk to the participants as they become cognizant that they are being

observed/analyzed
and the time required to complete the survey and feedback forms required in this study.

Study Costs:
Your participation in this study will be of no cost to you.

Compensation:
You will not receive payment for being in this study. Participation in this study is strictly

voluntary. There will be no cost to you for participating in this research.

Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal:
This project is voluntary.  You have the right to choose not to take part in the study.
You can change your mind if you wish to remove yourself from the study.  You have the right

to ask/answer questions that you want to ask/answer. The Principal Investigator may stop your
participation without your consent.  If it is not possible for you to continue,

the Principal Investigator will inform you.  The decision that is made is to protect your health
and safety or because you did not follow the instructions to take part in the study.

Questions:
If you have any questions about this project, you may contact  the Principal
Investigator Laurie Gaynor at the following number (707)495-8631 or email
(lgaynor@student.touro.edu) .  If you have concerns about your rights as a participant
in this research, my Faculty Advisor, Dr. Redmond, can be contacted at
Pamela.Redmond@tu.edu or the IRB committee at tuc.gsoeirb@tu.edu

Participation:
Completion of the pre-survey will be your agreement to participate in the study.

Signature Date

__________________________________________

Name: __________________________________ _______________________________
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● Admin Informed Consent
Site Administrator Consent for Graduate Studies Research

RE: Research to be conducted by Touro University California graduate degree candidate named:
Laurie Gaynor

🆇The above-named candidate has shared his/her design and methodology for their research, including

the type of data to be collected/analyzed for the purpose of completing a graduate-level study
entitled:

How do teachers internalize what they have learned during professional development and how
does that knowledge impact student learning?

🆇 The plan is approved for implementation.

The proposed action research activities🆇DO ☐DO NOT   present minimal risk to the participants
(According to the federal regulations at §46.102(i), minimal risk means the probability and magnitude of harm or
discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater in and of themselves than those ordinarily encountered in
daily life or during the performance of routine classroom practice, examinations or tests.)

Site Administrator Decision with regard to participant and parent/legal guardian consent (check
all that apply)

Participant Consent Parent/Legal Guardian Consent

🆇 is required
❏ is NOT required -

○ The study utilizes pre-existing data to be
reported anonymously

○ Participants too young or incapable of
understanding

○ Minimal risk: study implements normal
classroom practice and data collection
(assessment) instruments with no adverse risk

❏ is required
🆇 is NOT required -

○ The study utilizes pre-existing data to be
reported anonymously

○ Minimal risk: study implements normal
classroom practice and data collection
(assessment) instruments with no adverse risk

🆇 Permission is given to access records, files, and archival data necessary to implement the above
research study for analysis, and anonymous reporting of findings is granted.

For participants under 18 years: If required, parental notification and consent for participation
approved for:

☐ passive notification   Requires: 1. minimal risk to the subjects; 2. no adverse effect on the rights and
welfare of the subjects; 3. research can not practicably be carried out without waiver or alteration; 4.
Subject selection is based on classroom membership and is not exclusionary.

☐ active notification

Administrator
Signature

Date

Name (please
print)

County:

Title District:

Site Name

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=83cd09e1c0f5c6937cd9d7513160fc3f&pitd=20180719&n=pt45.1.46&r=PART&ty=HTML#se45.1.46_1102
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● Teacher Reflection and Feedback Form 

Teacher Reflection and Feedback Form
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